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Group to Study
S.U. Department SEATTLE SPECTATOR UNIVERSITY

By MAYO McCABE
A team from the National Council for the Accreditation of
Teacher Education (NCATE) will visit the campus Nov. 15-17 to
evaluate S.U.'s teacher preparation program, according to Dr.
Winfield Fountain, Dean of the
School of Education.
3. The adequacy of the teachTen educators and school ad- ing majors and minors preministrators will comprise the pared by departments in the
team, chaired by Dean M. L. College of Arts and Sciences
Cushman of the University of and School of Commerce and
North Dakota.
Finance.
4. The competency of S.U.'s
S.U. is accredited by the
Northwest Association of Sec- staff in the School of Education.
5. The appropriateness of the
ondary and Higher Education
and has sufficient regional ac- School of Education's professional studies.
creditation.
S.U.'s SCHOOL of Education
has asked that its elementary
and secondary school certification programs receive national
accreditation so that its education majors may be accepted
for teaching positions in all 50
states more readily.
It has also requested accreditation of its graduate programs
so that graduates in education
may readily enter doctoral studies at distant universities unacquainted with S.U.

BASIS FOR selection to the

year's conference, particularly
in the final session. An effort
was also made to see that clubs,
dorm students, town students
and other groups on campus
were represented.

No.12

THE TEAM will draw its re-

planationsupplied by S.U. from
student and faculty interviews
regarding the preparation program and from visits to schools
where undergraduates are student teaching and graduates are
teaching or working on special
assignments.

Professors
To Discuss
Liberalism
A panel

Seven to Study
ASSU Confab

committee, according to Bangasser, was participation in this

Seattle, Washington, Friday, November 5, 1965

port from data and program ex-

IN A LETTER to The SpectaFountain wrote that the
accrediting team will evaluate
the following:
discussion on "Liber1. The extent of the commitalism and Conservatism, Past
ment S.U. has made to teacher and
Present" will be presented
praparation.
by the Young Democrats at 3
2. The competency and po- p.m. Monday in Bannan
Auditential of the students at S.U. torium.
preparing to teach.
SPEAKING ON the panel
will be St. Mary Christopher,
FCSP, who will discuss "Academic Freedom and the Captive Audience;" Dr. Richard
Collins, "Liberalism in the
Seven students have been ap- Classroom, So
What?" and Dr.
pointed by Tom Bangasser, Gerald Rutan,
ASSU president, to serve on the Politics." All "In Defense of
are from
steering committee for the 1965 the S.U. politicalthree
science departLeadership
ASSU
Conference.
ment.
THE COMMITTEE,composed
Fr. Robert Bradley, S.J., dean
of a director, five membersand of the College of Arts and Scia secretary, will evaluate the ences, will consider the topic,
conference and see that the res- "LiberalisYn, the Latter Day
olutions presented at the final Gnosticism?" Dr. Glenn Olsen,
session of the conference are S.U. history instructor, will
accomplished.
speak on "A Historicaland PhilMaureen Gruber will be direc- osophical Analysis of Classical
tor and Ann Curran will be sec- Conservatism."
retary to the committee.MemEACH OF THE panelists will
bers of the committee are Tom present
his viewpoint in a short
Hamilton, Jim Hasslinger, Mike
Roach, Cathy Sexton and Patri- speech. The panel will then consider the remarks each has
cia Frangello.
tor, Dr.

Vol. XXXIV.

GUYS AND DOLLS: A Phi O and Spurs
push toward Las Vegas Night. Pictured
are (1. to r.) Carol McFadden, Bob Flor,
Claude Denison, Cathy Vanderzicht and

Maureen Hardy. The annual event sponsored by A Phi O's and Spurs will be from
8 p.m.-midnight in the Chieftain.
—Spectator photo by Dennis Williams

Interviews Monday:

Federal Service Wants Students

A team of Federal Service re- engineering are well below the
cruiters will be on campus from all-professional average. We
can
this partly to the
10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Monday to fact attribute
we have an improved
that
discuss Job opportunities with salary structure for scientists
interested students.
and engineers in government,
Coordinated by the S.U. place- but Iam inclined to believe that
ment office, directed by Col. a more significant reason is the
Michael Dolan, the interview nature of the work done by fedprogram is "one of the broad- eral scientists and engineers."
est
ever planned for S.U."
Engineering and physical science seniors and graduate stuDURING THIS academic year, dentsshould schedule interviews
the Federal Service expects in advance with engineering
to fill nearly 300 professional Dean David Schroeder's office
made.
Following these presentations and scientific positions and 180 in Bannan.
there will be a question and management trainee positions
answer period. Questions may in the Northwest. Nationally, REPRESENTATIVES who will
be directed towardany member approximately19,000 college lev- be available for interviews with
of the panel. The only stipula- el positions will be filled.
students majoringin those fields
According to the chairman of are from the following: Atomic
tion regarding questions is that
they must be written and signed the U.S. Civil Service Commis- Energy Commission; Bureau of
and submitted to Phil Hasen- sion, "Turn-over rates, or 'job- Reclamation; Naval Torpedo
kamp, moderator.
hopping'in physical science and Station; Bonneville Power Ad-

...

ministration; Water Resources
Div., Geological Survey; Naval

Civil EngineerLaboratory; Public Health Service; Army Engineer District; Puget Sound Naval Shipyard; Food and Drug

Administration, and General
Services Administration.
Students majoring in com-

merce and finance, education or
in arts and sciences and graduate students can discuss job op-

portunities with representatives
in the Chieftain lounge.
Available for career discussion will be representativesfrom
the following areas: Internal
Revenue Service; Social Security Administration;

National
Park Service; Puget Sound Na-

val Shipyard; Bureau of Indian
Affairs; General Services Administration; State Department,
and Civil Service Commission.

Jesuit Recounts Experience in Red China
By JUDY RAUNIG
"When aman starts to waiver, he invites harsher treatment." That's what Fr. John
Clifford, S.J., said about Red
Chinese brain washing techniques during a Spectator interview Wednesday night. He
spent three years (1953-1956)
ina Red Chinese prison.
Fr. Clifford is living at Loyola Hall Annex this year while
attending classes at the U.W.
where he is working toward
his doctoratein philosophy and
Chinese studies.

-

nearly two years of pre-law
study at the University of San
Francisco, Fr. Clifford entered
the Jesuit order. He studied at
Mt. St. Michael's in Spokane
and then taught philosophyat
the University of Santa Clara
before going to China in 1946.
At that time he was still a
scholastic.

THEOLOGICAL and Mandarin Chinese language studies
occupied his time until 1950
when he was ordained a priest
in Shanghai.
During 1951-1952, Fr. CliffOF IRISH descent, Father ord continued his Chinese
was born in San Francisco in language studies and helped
1917. He attributes his first run a summer school of Cathointerest in the Chinese to his lic action in China where boys
childhood surroundings in and would be taught for six days
about the San Francisco area. and then girls taught for six
With his quick, broad grin days. He explained that ChiFATHER CLIFFORD, S.J.
lighting his face, he recounted, nese universities are generally
"I remember my father who coeducational but high schools
had many business dealings are not.
activities after all private
with Chinese peopletelling me,
schools were confiscated by the
'If you make friends with a
ACCORDING TO Fa t he r, government in 1951. It was this
Chinese,
in work with the young peopleof
" you'vegot a friend for "Christ the King Church
life.'
the former French Concession Shanghai which was responsiAfter graduation from St. Ig- of Shanghai
was one of ble for my imprisonment in
natius High School in 1935 and the main centers for student June 1953."

. ..

...

About 30 to 40 priests "went

to jail" the same night Fr.
Clifford went. He said by the
end of 1953 almost all foreign

priests were either imprisoned
or expelled fromChina.
The Communists tried to get
the priests to confess to being
"imperialist spies." Confessions wouldbe used for propaganda against the Church and
America.
'They (the Communists)
rould forge confessions, but
they don't. The confessions
always have basis in fact,"
Father explained and added
that the Viet Cong use the
same technique on military
prisoners in the Viet Nam war
today. He said such propaganda is "tremendously effective
with their own people who get
confused."
A TYPICAL DAY in prison
for Fr. Clifford consisted in sitting on the floor from about 5
a.m. to 10 p.m. He said, "You
don't talk, move or read just

—

sit."

The only window, about one

foot high and three feet across,
in the cell which Fr. Clifford
shared with four to five other
prisoners, was boarded-up as
were the bars which formed
one wall.The prison-mateshad
exactly liy
2 inches of floor
space to sleep on. They were
allowed to wash once every
three or four months.
Prison food, usually served
twice a day, consisted of "rice
and rotten potatoes" in the
morningand "one can of boiled
eggplant which was about twothirds water and half a cup of
rice" in the afternoon. Father
thinks he lost about 30 pounds
during his three-year prison
stay but can't be sure because
the Communists "fattened"
him with three square meals
a day for five weeks prior to
his releasein 1956.
Through the Red Cross, Fr.
Clifford received a package in
1955 from a priest in San
Francisco. It contained one bottle of Necco wafers and one
bottle of liquid (half-used by
(Continued on page 3)
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The Overcoat'

Editorial

In Review

Coffee Break

up Cathleen Carney
Do you contemn the "mous-

Let there be no doubt about it. The Spectator is
strongly in favor of the Chieftain coffee house (Chicoho).
This campus has long been in need of a facility where students
can gather at night for coffee, discussions, food and light entertainment.

ey" man— one whose chief concern with his work is to holdhis
dull job untilhis pensionis due?
He has nothing to show for his
letter

Thanks to the efforts of the Coffee House on Campus (CHOC)
committee last spring, students now have such a facility. But what
has happened? The coffee house, in operationbarely two weeks, is
floundering.

Attendance is not up to par and theconcessionaire (Pizza Pete)
is not doingas well as expected.
WHY? IN THE first place, a clear lineof authority in the operation of Chicoho seems to be lacking. The idea came from the
students, but the arrangement with the concessionaire was made
(without competitive bids) through the office of Fr. Edmund
McNulty, S.J., vice president of finance. (Fr. McNulty explained
to a Spectator reporter that Pizza Pete was given the concession
because students had been ordering several hundred dollars worth
of food from them for delivery on campus each week. Fr. McNulty
explained that the Pizza Pete concession is on a trial basis.)

catholic campus
To the editor:
While paging through an old
text the other day, I was rather
surprised to discover that the
Jesuits 'are not primarily a teaching order. That is, they weren't
founded to maintain schools for

life but an ability to copy documents word for word. Instead of
striding up the middle of the
carpeted stairs, he creeps up
the steps along their edges.

YOURFEELINGS Will change
after viewing "The Overcoat,"

a Russian film playing through
this weekend at the Ridgemont
Theatre.
Akaky, the main figure, fits
this unattractive description,
but so well-doneis the film that
your involvement with his life,
your awareness of Mm as a person leaves room for nothing but
understanding and compassion.
For an hour, you are a privil-

the christening of Akaky as an
infant, with the fullness of life

ahead.

SEEING HIM in the next sequence as an old, tired, useless
man leaves you sick at beholding the tragedy of his apparentlypurposeless, frustratedlife.
Your anger will kindle against

—

—

the thieves who stole his only

claim to worth the overcoat
and thereby drove him to insanity, and finally to merciful
death.
But you will think their crime
little worse than that of his employer and daily associates who
whittled away daily at his selfeged observer of his relations esteem.
with his few unpretentious
This is not a film for the
friends, his lodgings and his seeker of light entertainment.
problems, petty by ordinary But if you can afford to spend
standards.
a thoughtful evening it would
The involvement demanded be hard to find a currentlyplayby the film will sap your energy. ing movie more capable of enThe first, brief scene pictures riching your awareness of life.

students of the various natural
arts. Rather, they were founded
to spread and defend the Catholic
faith.
HOUSE,
COFFEE
as
in
discussions
spring,
THE
envisioned
last
was to have featured occasional entertainment and speakers. ExTHE REASON this shocked me
cept for some folk singing on the Chicoho opening night, the only is that almost every teacher and
entertainment available up to now has been a juke box and no student that I have talked to at
formal program has been planned.
this institution refers to it with
same sort of terminology
A STORY elsewhere in today's issue notes that the coffee the
that they use to refer to the U.W.
house has now been put under the cultural committee and that a S.U. is a university first and
chairman for planningwillbe appointed.
Catholic second; that is, if you
We hope and trust that the appointment will be made immed- happen to have any occasion to
iately and that the ASSU will assume (and demand, if necessary) remember that it is Catholic.
As a result of this, I'became inresponsibilityfor the coffee house.
in an attempt to assemble
By ANNE KELLY
p.m., University Christian Church,
We would like to see the coffee house survive— but unless a volved
the freshman men in Campion Today
4331 15th Ave. N.E. $1.50 for unvigorous program is undertaken immediatelyby the ASSU it could Tower
to discuss What the purseats.
Lecture and discussion of Sat- reserved
wellbe doomed to failure. After all the time and effort last spring, pose of a Catholic institution is,
Le RapportCoffeeHouse: "Rusurday
night's
by
concert
the
Colwe would beback where we started.
and why they came to S.U. Only legium Musicum in U.W. faculty sian Films— Art or Propaganda?"
11 of the several hundred fresh- lounge, 1:15 p.m. today.
Discussion at 10 p.m. of "The
Overcoat," Russian film showing
men we contacted individually
by
"The
Crucible"
Arthur
Mil- at the Ridgemont Theatre through
came. This is due to several ler,
a
drama
based
on
the Salem Nov. 8. (See movie at 7 p.m. next
causes, not the least of which is
witch trials. 8:30 p.m., Nov. 5, door, 7716 Greenwood Ave. N.
that officials of Catholic institu- 6,
11,
12
and
13
at
La
Pensee The five short subjects are almost
tions have stopped pressing the
point that they are Catholic. They Player's Playhouse, N. 70th and better than the film!)
Palatine. Students, $1.
say to come to a Catholic instituSunday
"Mountaineer's Folkdance." Ski
tion so we don't 'lose our faith
Grand Ballet Classique de
and yet each year many students enthusiasts get in shape and spirit France. 8:30 p.m. Opera House.
slopes (or lodge) Teaching
this
for
the
attending
campus
stop
on
reduced for S.U. students
Rated "Publication of Distinction for 1964-65
at 8: 15 live music and interna- Tickets
Mass.
by Catholic School Press Association
faculty still at Bon Marche.
tional folkdancing Encore Ball- and
Published Wednesdays and Fridays during the school year except on holidays and during
Yiddish Film Festival opens
final examinations by students of Seattle University. Editorial and business offices at The
THE RESULT of our discussion room, 1214 E. Pike. $1.25 admis- with
"Greenfields." Comedy of
Spectator-Aegis Building,825 Tenth Ave., Seattle, Wash. 98122. Second-class postage paid at
sion
lessons,
includes
refreshcampus
was
that
Catholicism
on
alumni,
$4
Seattle, Wash. Subscription:
$2 75; Canada, Mexico, S4 50
a year; close relatives,
Jewish life in old rural Russia.
is found in some extracurricular ments and party.
other foreign, $5.65; airmail in U.S. 16 85
8 p.m., Jewish Community Center,
organizations and almost never
EDITOR: Mike Parks
MANAGING EDITOR: Judy Raunig
Greek Bazaar at Orthodox 1017 4th Ave., close to S.U. These
NEWS EDITOR: Emmett Lane
BUSINESS MANAGER: Don Spadoni
in class, even in most theology Church of the Assumption. Din- films
were made by a group of
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FEATURE EDITOR: Mary Kay Mickey
ner, imported and handmade actors, intellectuals, writers and
classes.
Judy Young
COPY EDITOR: Bobbie Zach
folk
Zorgifts,
dancing
(remember
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PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR: Ken Robinson
All this leads me to wonder
directors living in the ghettos of
MODERATOR: Fr. Eugene Schneider, S.J.
ADVISER: Wall! Curtis
whether any of the religious fac- ba!) and baclava. Walk from Europe and are of particular inART EDITOR: Ray Heltsley
Ave.
Noon-mid- terest to students of sociology,
ulty or administrators at this S.U. to 1806 13th
Reporters: Maggie Kennedy, Lynne Berry, Liz Lyons, Pete Pegnam, Joanne Thoanum, John
school can answer for me these night, Saturday and Sunday. $2 psychology and anthropology. An
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Fr. Clifford:

From Inside Out

By Gary Buckley

'Courage Alone Is Not Enough' Drug Lesson Required

(Continued from Page One)
the Red Chinese) labeled:
PABULUM VITAE
A time-tried nutriment to
supply the deficienciesin the
daily diet of those who are
deprived of their normal

Of late, the problem of drugs on college campuses has
been getting a lot of publicity. Some see the problem as
nothing more than a nuisance, while others see it as a
situation of major importance.
The facts, however,point to an ever-increasing use of
drugs in universities. Schools as disparate as New York
City's Hunter College, the University of Manitoba and the University of Washington have been subject to some rather damning
publicity for their involvement in this issue. And they represent
only a smallpercentageof the total problem.

vital minerals.
USUAL DOSAGE
One wafer and one teaspoonful (Yi inverted stopperful),

before eating.
The liquid was wine and
altar breads were interspersed
among the wafers. Father was
able to say about 41 masses
before the wine supply was
depleted. The "inverted stopper" provided him with a miniature chalice.
The strong-willed Jesuit was
interrogatedapproximately200
times while imprisoned. This
involved standing at attention
from about 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. He
combated the grueling questions with silence. The Communists "try to twist statements into a political sense
try to get people to make
any kind of accusations which
can be used against them.
When they got tired of questioning me, they wouldput me
in a basement, my nose
pressed against the wall," he
said.
IN 1955, the Red Chinese
"cracked down" on the Chinese
clergy and also imprisoned between 2,000 and 3,000 Catholic
lay persons, many of whom
are still in prison today.Since
1951, more than 300 Catholic
—
priests have died in prison
their deaths resulting from
mistreatmentand malnutrition,
Father said.
"A person can resist, but
courage alone is not enough.
One must know Chinese techniques," he declared.
Fr. Clifford said over 500
Chinese priests, including six
classmates ordained with him,
are in prison today. "And

...

WHILE A SMALL core of drug addicts does exist on many of
the nation's campuses, the real problem being faced today is the

widespread drug "experimentation" with marijuana (which is
non-addictive) andhallucinogenicnarcotics, such as LSD and peyote.
The attitude of most of the users is that "It won't hurt me.
And besides," they point out, "there is no hangover." Taking the
drug is nothing more than a lark, and the fact that marijuana is
not addictive only lessens the element of danger.
The "dabblers" are only fooling themselves, however. Although
marijuana itself is not addictive,one who uses this drug can easily
be led to seek bigger thrills from addictive drugs.

'Vitamin' bottle, chalice-stopper and ciborium
that's a conservative estimate. but traditionallyChina is their
"homeland."
to 1,000."
Commenting on the Viet
" In a quiet voice he added, Nam situation, Fr. Clifford adthese are the ones who amantly affirmed present U.S.
policy and hopes Americans
need our prayers."
"will have patience with our
WHEN ASKED if he thought government."
recognize
the U.S. should
Red
China, Father replied vehemHE DREW an analogy beently. "I don't see any real ad- tween the present Viet Nam
vantage in a U.S. recognition war and the Korean war of 15
—
of Red China and when you're years ago. He explained that
there you see the disadvantag- after the U.S. withdrew from
es. The only concrete result of Korea, all the peoples of SouthFrench recognition Ican see east Asia "were completely
was the release of three disillusioned with us."
Frenchmen
and they were
In spite of his ordeal, about
criminals."
which he has written a book,
Explaining his view, he said "In the Presence of My Enealmost 15 million Chinese now mies," publishedin the U.S. by
live in Southeast Asia. That W. W. Norton & Co., in 1963,
figure does not include the 12 Fr. Clifford is "very optimismillion living on Taiwan. Ac- tic"about the future. He thinks
cording to Father, these people the Red Chinese are fighting
least two unbeatablebattles
have a choice of allegiance to at
— an
explodingpopulation and
either Free or Red China but
and deep" Rusfor the most part regard the the "real
former as their government," sian-Chinese split.

PEOPLE WHO are on the "stuff" have no sense of time or
space, which makes driving a car suicidal. Others lose all sense
of value, which can result in wholesale sexual promiscuity without
the user realizing what he is reallydoing. Some doctors even claim
that frequent use can result in braindamage.
The indiscriminate use of hallucinogenic drugs is even more
dangerous. Hallucinogens are currently in an experimental stage
in this country.
The use of these drugs in any but a very well-controlled situation can easily destroy the personality structure of an individual
and push the user into a state of mental illness. Experimenting
with hallucinogens is playing wtih fire.

The number is probably closer

.. .

THE SOLUTION to the problem, as some see it, is not punitive
but educative. An objective study of the use of drugs would provide
the necessary information on how useful and how harmful they
actually are.
The fact remains that users are currently breaking the law.
But the realization that the many young people who are using
these drugs are not criminals points out that the final solution
will not beeffective if it is only a recourse to law.

. ..

...

Get The Picture . . .
Of your choice in the 1966 AEGIS.
Be sure to return your proofs in person

3rd Floor L.A. Bldg.
Today: 9-2
Mon., Nov. 8,9-2
Tues., Nov. 9, 9-2

REMINDER...
After Tuesday return proofs to

Tourney Judges Needed
Students are needed to judge
high school debates in a tournament here Nov. 13. Interested students should see Fr. Lawrence Donohue, S.J., director of

student activities, in his office

on the second floor of the Chieftain or call him at campus ext.
212. Previous experience is not
necessary.
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Solons to Rehash Charter

Frosh to Go to Polls

The freshman final elections No. 5, Pat Layman and William
will be Tuesday. Polls located Babb.
in the Chieftain, L.A. Building,
Each candidate will give a
the second floor of Bannan and three-minute campaign speech
third floor of Pigott will be Monday. Speeches will be at 4
open from 7:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. p.m. in the Campion lunchroom
Vying for president are Jim and at 8 p.m. in Marycrest
Summers and Steve Beaudry. lounge.
Leon Mahoney and Julie Thompson are competing for vice president. Contesting for secretaryboth the charter and the constitreasurer are Maureen Welch
tution were introduced last week.
The bill concerning the constituFinal business before the sen- and Kathy Hursey.
The following finalists are
tion was considered but defeat- ators is a group of bills calling
senate posts: Poed because the senators had for the approval of four new competing for
A Phi 0 will sponsor its annot been given ample time to judicial board members. Jus- sition No. 1, Gail Kinsley and
study it. The senators then tices up for approval are Jo- Larry Inman; No. 2, Jim Lynch nual blood drive at S.U. next
moved to reconsider the consti- anne Rappe, Gail Harmon, Craig and Pat Park; No. 3, Tom Shan- Friday. The drive, conducted
No. 4, by the King County Blood Bank,
tution this -week after studying Saran, sophomores, and Donald ahan and Robert Legge;
Sovie, senior.
Pat Carmody and Pat Stenson; will take place from 9 a.m.-5
it.
p.m. in the east wing of Xavier

Student senators will resume meet at 3 p.m. Sunday in the
consideration of the constitution Bellarmine Snack Bar.
and charter of the newly formed
THE MEETING has been
S.U. Rowing Club when they
changed from the usual 7 p.m.
meeting time to coincide with
University Day activities. The
session will be open to all visitors to the' campus.
Bills calling for approval of

"Knights' Select
'65 Sweetheart
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THE SENATORS will also
consider a resolution introduced
by Sen. Wayne Johnson which
asks that "the Student Senate
of Seattle University send a letter of commendation to the student newspaper, The Spectator,
for its carefully worded article
in The Spectator of Wednesday,
October 27, which inspired a
change in the University Registration Policy."

Blood Drive
Next Week

Hall.

Now Under Special Events:

Sign-up stations will be open
Monday through Thursday.
Locationof the stations will be
Marycrest Hall from 3-6 p.m.,
Campion Hall from 3-7 p.m.,

Chicoho Planning Entertainment

-

for Bellarmine Hall from 10 a.m.
He said a chairman and support. Operating expenses
The recently opened Chi- mittee.
committee
are toeing appointed. Pizza Pete are about $100 a 2 p.m. and the Chieftain from10
coho (Chieftain coffee

-

a.m. 3 p.m.
Food and finances concerned night.
coffee
house
are
conwith the
nightly entertainment.
trolled by the University. Use
According to Jim Cod- of the coffee house is reserved
for student activVIRGIN DIAMONDS
ling, ASSU publicity direc- exclusively
se^s.v.
ities.
§ rj Student!
Since 1948 Precision cut for maximum brilliance
tor, because of expected and unexpected problems connected
PIZZA PETE'S serves the
Watches
Silverware
with the 'growth of the Univer- same food at the Chicoho that
jM
K
sity, the ASSU has been unable is offered at their pizza houses
BJBB^BjB^B^PJm^'vj.»^f vv fWw
to prepare a schedule of events. and employ S.U. students to operate it. Students receive a 30
CODLING explainedthat Chi- per cent discdunt on all items.
coho programming will now be
Fr. Edmund McNulty, S.J.,
under the special events com- S.U. vice
president of finance,
said this concession is on a trial
EA +44lO
512 BROADWAY E.
basis and depends on student
house) will soon feature

I.K. SWEETHEART:. Pam
Wagner was chosen I.K.
Sweetheart Wednesday
night by members of the
service fraternity. She will
represent the S.U. chapter
in competition for the title
of Regional Sweetheart at
their convention in Cheney.
Washington, Nov. 12-14.

ENGAGEMENT & WEDDING Rings

-

Club Displays Featured
Club Open House displays will
be up from noon tomorrow to 5
p.m. Sunday inMarycrest, Bellarmine and on both floors of

the Chieftain.
Cash prizes, amounting to
$100, will be awarded the three

winning displays. Fifty dollars
will be awarded the first-place

winner; $30,

the second place
and $20, the third place.
The prizes will be given at the
dance from 9:30 p.m.-midnight
tomorrow in the gym.
Students who visit at least
three displays and pick up tickets at each will be admitted to
the dance free.

4-HOUR DRY CLEANING SERVICE

MASTER
CLEANERS
IN TODAY OR TOMORROW
OUT FOR FRIDAY'S DANCE

Minor Repairs Free
Discounts to Seattle U Students and Faculty
MAin 4-6636
1209 MADISON

■

RENT NEW TV

>

SHERIFF & THOMPSON

$10 MO.
NEW 19" PORTABLE
Weekly, Monthly or Lease

TV SALES

Sales, Service & Rentals

"We Repair All Makes"

BODY WORK

MOTOR WORK
BRAKES

PAINTING

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

EA 5-5513

327 BDWY. EAST
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

EA 4-6050

1130 Broadway

EA 4-6050

(MMMSIW

"the way to wealth is as plain as the way to
market. It depends chiefly on two words,industry and frugality; that is, waste neither time
nor money, but make the best use of both.
Without industry and frugality nothing will
do, and with them everything."
Benjamin Franklin ,

GLENN YARBROUGfI
©MONEY

TALKS

And in no uncertain terms with NBofC special
checking. Your own checking account protects
your funds— no need to keep much cash around.
It provides a record of expenditures— helps maintain
your budget-and is (let's face it) a status symbol.
Costs only a dime a check at NBofC.

NBC

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
A good place to bank

First Hill Office
1201 Madison

Maurice F. Claeys
Manager

When Glenn Yarbrough sings, the room vibrates with pulsating excitement. Phis new
album is a superb displayof his ability to sing
any kind of song and make it seem as if it
were composed just for him. It's a complete
evening's entertainmentwith twelve different
numbers including the title song plus "Ring
of BrightWater," "An Island of the Mind,"
"Down in the Jungle," "Sometimes,"
"NeverLetHerGo"and"HalfaWorldAway"
Sit back in the best seat in the house and
treat yourself to a |(( Y \i< IOH *9fc
fGSHV firGSt ShOW *^^ ° s'Ifustednameiniound ■''l)eni

Bg^^^^S^^^^*f^a^y^?,

Kl^H^'iniK^TT'l'TS^A^^l
Rwtfß^|^raft^K^|H^^Hp|n^

Wl■:*■:sm ■■'^^^^^^^M^^^^^sSPk
-'^B^^ '^^^^^^^HBhC
'
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Seattle University Spectator

University Day 1965

MAP KEY: I— Liberal Arts Building; 2— Old Science
Building; 3— William Pigott Building; 4— Pigott Auditorium; s—Buhr5 Buhr Hall; 6 Art Building; 7 Engineering
Building; B—Student8 Student Union; 9— Xavier Hall; 10—Memorial Gymnasium; 10a Faculty Parking; 11 Thomas J.
Bannan Building; 12 Marian Hall; 16 Spectator/Aegis

——

——

—

—

— —

/Journalism; 17— Loyola Annex; 18— Biology Research;
19— Loyola Hall; 20— Teatro Inigo; 21— Faculty Parking;
22— ROTC Headquarters; 23— Bellarmine Hall; 24 A. A.
Lemieux Library; 25— Student Parking; 26— Campion
Tower; 27— Marycrest Hall; 28— McHugh Hall;29—Book-

—

store.

University Day Program
S.U. Chiefs basketball prac- 353; History, 303; Philosophy,
p.m. outside Pigott ( 3 );Hand to
REGISTRATION
304; Political Science. 302; PsyCombat,
tice:
p.m.,
Gymnasium (10).
2:30
outAll visitors are asked to reg- Hand
chology, 401; Sociology, 302;
(3).
Complimentary
coffee
and
ister upon arrival on campus at side Pigott
304; Home Economfaculty:
conversation
with
BellLanguages,
Drill Team exhibition, 2 p.m.,
one of the five locations (see
(23).
ics,
354;
room
dining
Commerce and Finance,
map): In front of the Pigott Bannan mall (II); Retreat Cere- armine Hall
floor;
Education, 306; Nurs(5)
first
Art Exhibits: Buhr Hall
Building (3) the Bannan Building mony, flag pole, 4:30 p.m.
(3).
305;
foyer
Sister Formation, 352;
ing
and Pigott
(II) the Chieftain (8) BellarACTIVITIES,
CONTINUOUS
Library
Honors program exhibit: Loyoand music on the Pigott
mine Hall (23) or Campion
(weather
mall,
(19).
permitting); Pre1-5 P.M.
la Hall
Tower (26).
166;
Law,
Biology,
355.
Journalism exhibit: Spectator
Associated Students club ex(16).
Building
(8);
SPECIAL EVENTS
Bellarmine
hibits: Chieftain
DEPARTMENTAL EXHIBITS
Speech and drama exhibit:
Band Concert, I p.m. and 3 Hall (23); Campion Tower,
BANNAN BUILDING til).
Teatro Inigo (20).
p.m. Broderick Gardens (north (26);MarycrestHall (27).
1-5 P.M.
S.U. Bookstore (29).
of Pigott Building).
Dorm Tours: Bellarmine Hall
Report to first floor for direcStudent Senate Meeting, 2 (23); Marycrest Hall (27);
DEPARTMENTAL EXHIBITS.
tions. Departments include
PIGOTT BUILDING (3).
p.m., Bellarmine Hall Snack Bar. Campion Tower (26).
Chemistry, Engineering, Compu1-5 P.M.
ROTC Demonstrations: RapellHam radio demonstration:
352;
English,
(26).
ter Center.
Theology, Room
ing exercise, 1:30 p.m. and 3:30 Campion Tower lounge

SEATTLE UNIVERSITY welcomes high school students, their parents and friends to University Day. The campus is yours. Today S.U.
opens its doors and invites you to explore, to observe and to participate
in student life.
UNIVERSITY DAY has not been planned as a formal tour. The
aim is to acquaint you with far more than the physical plant. Academic
life, housing and activities are represented as they are every day of
the week, whenever this is possible. Every attempt has been made to
give you a picture of S.U.
REGISTRATION BOOTHS have been set up in front of the Bannan,
Pigott, Chieftain, Bellarmine and Campion buildings. After registering,
you are free to explore any phase of the campus which interests you.
S.U. students will be on hand to assist you with information and tours.
You are invited to follow your individual interests when you enter the
buildings.
SCIENCE LABORATORIES as well as nuclear research facilities
will be in operation in the Bannan Building. All departments in the
College of Arts and Sciences and the School of Nursing will sponsor

exhibits in the Pigott Building. Commerce and Finance and Education
exhibits will also be located in the Pigott building. Faculty members
from these departments will be available to discuss individual programs
with you.
Special departmental exhibits will include art in Buhr Hall, honors
program in Loyola Hall, journalism in The Spectator and Aegis building
and speech and drama at TeatroInigo.
REPRESENTATIVE ROOMS as well as dining and recreation areas
will be open for your inspection in Marycrest Hall, Bellarmine Hall
and Campion Tower residences. Seattle University has a fully equipped
student health center located in Bellarmine Hall.
The new s jj Bookstore is open for your inspection. The A. A.
Lemieux Library, now under construction, will be opened in the fall of
1966 A booth for information concerning financial aid and scholarships
is i
ocated in the foyer of the Bookstore. Club Open House in the Chieftajn student Union is sponsored by the various organizations and activities on campus. Coffee is being served by Bellarmine Hall residents
all afternoon in the Bellarmine dining room. Please join the stuuents
and faculty there for conversation and coffee while visiting the campus.
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The Many Faces of Seattle University

STUDENT SINGERS: S.U.'s Chorale, just one of the
many organizations students may join, is typical of
the students' interest and willingness to work. The

group makes many public appearances each year.
Above, they are shown performing at the recent
inaugurationof Fr. Fitterer at Campion Tower.

TOP MAN: Under the leadership of
the Very Rev. John Fitterer, S.J.,
president, S.U. continues as "a
growing force in an expandingage."
STUDY. RESEARCH: The library is the intellectual center of the University. The present library, located on the
third floor of the Liberal Arts Building, will be vacated
next fall with the completion of the A. A. Lemieux Library across the street from Bellarmine Hall.

SPIRITUAL LIFE: The annual Mass of the Holy Spirit emphasizes the
spiritual aspect of S.U. To become a complete man, the student must
never lose sight of the spiritual aspect of his life.

The many faces of Seattle University are the faces
of its students and faculty. At Seattle U., the emphasis
is on the whole man his formation, growth and
achievement. The three-fold aspect academic, spiritual and social is continually stressed.

—

—

—

SOCIAL LIFE: A wide range of activities take place on
campus, in which the students can enjoy the social aspects of collegelife. Las Vegas Night, with its night club
theme, is just one of many such activities.

SPECTATOR UNIVERSITY DAY SUPPLEMENT
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Core Shapes Scope Lemieux Library to Aid Students
Of S.U.'s Academics In Expanded Quest for Knowledge

"A quality curriculum for quality students" is the
aim of S.U.'s new Core Curriculum, initiated this fall.
The core curriculum is the program of required subjects which is the basis of a liberal education. Hie core subjects
fill about half of the quarter hours necessary for graduation, the
amount varying with the different schools and majors. All courses
in the corecarry four hoursof class credit.
PHILOSOPHY and theology are the elements of tiie core,
which also includes English, history, languages, science, mathematics and social sciences. The combination of these is directed
toward the intellectual growth of the student.
The core consists of 80 to 84 credit hours (180 are required
for graduation), and will include the following courses: Five in
philosophy (20 hours); four in theology (16 hours); three
' inEnglish (12 hours); and three history courses (12 hours).
IT WILL ALSO require students to take any two of these three
sequences: Three courses in science (12 hours); three in social
science (12 hours); and two courses in mathematics (8 hours).
The College of Arts and Sciences offers Bachelor of Arts degrees, either classical or non-classical, in 12 subjects, Bachelor of
Science in 12 subjects andaBachelorof Music degree.
ALSO IN Arts and Sciences are three pre-professional programs and a First Humanities major in freshman and sophomore
years for students who have not decided on a major. Twenty are
selected to enter the seminar honors program, which lasts two
years. The School of Education offers Bachelor of Arts in Education degrees in 16 subjects for secondary preference, and four or
five areas, respectively,for elementary preference.
THE SCHOOL OF Commerce and Finance offers seven different Bachelor of Commercial Science degrees.
In the School of Engineering, Bachelor Of Science degrees may
be earned in civil,electrical or mechanical engineering.

C and F Department
Wins Accreditation
By GLENN AVERY

The School of Commerce and Finance was created
as a separate School within the University in 1946. In
1964 the School was accredited by the American Association of Collegiate Schools of Business, the highest accrediting
agent for university schoolsof business.
Only ten per cent of the schools of business in the nation have
been accredited by the Association. Only two other Washing- merce and Finance had
met its
ton State schools, the University rigid standards. A large
perof Washington and Washington centage of the faculty
have docState University have been torate or teminal degrees.
Withaccredited.
in two years all faculty memdegrees.
bers will have these
TO QUALIFY for this honor,
of
Commerce
and
ALL COURSES offered by the
the School
Finance must maintain high School are of high quality and
standards for faculty and stu- challenge to the students. The
dents. The School must also students must also meet high enpass an inspection by the Asso- trance standards before being
ciation which examines every admitted to the School.
aspectof theSchool. Twenty two
In the course of their investischools applied to be accredited gation the accreditors interview
last year. The Association chose students, visit classes and exseven to be visited by their amine all records of the School.
accreditors. Only four of the The success of graduates is also
schools, including Seattle Uni- considered. Many of the graduversity, were accredited.
ates go on to graduate or law
The Association's accreditors school and many have become
found that the School of Com- successful businessmen.

Seattle University is involved in the quest for educational excellence. Better
students, revised and expanded curricula, challenging new programs, qualified
and inspiring teachers and
new facilities are some of
the steps taken toward this
goal.
To continue this qualitative growth, a new library
was needed. This library, which
is now under construction and
will be finished by September 7,
1966, has been named the A. A.
Lemieux Library, in honor of
Seattle University's past presi- NEW LIBRARY: Architect's drawing of the A. A. Lemieux Library, now under construction, which will be
dent.
completed Sept. 7, 1966.
INDEMONSTRATIONof their
interest and awareness of the mosphere for serious study and
AMONG THE varied study
need of the library, the Univer- research.
facilities which the new library
sity's students have pledged
will provide are seminar rooms,
$800,000 toward its cost. InmemSEATING FOR 1,500 students which will be suitable for small
ory of Dr. Walter A. Moore, will be provided in the new li- group study or discussion use.
member of the University's brary. Study stations will inThe new library will strongly
Board of Regents and president clude a general reading room,
implement Seattle University's
of Seattle University Associa- private study carrells,
small already extensiveservices to its
ted, the students stipulated that group seminar
rooms and typing
in several ways. Betheir contribution be applied to carrells. Adequateprovisionhas community
it will strengthen thebasic
cause
ia memorial in his name. The
been made for technical process- educational program for the
lobby of the new library will be ing and for library
staff space. University's students most of
designated in his memory.
Typical of the excellent mem- whom are from the area and
The new library will have spa- orial opportunities offered in the most of whomremainhere after
cious, open stack areas and will new library will be the Rare graduation— 4hey
will be better
make books easily accessible Books Room. This room will be equipped upon graduation to
from study stations. Small, in- used to display interesting,time- contribute to the community's
formal study areas have been ly and unusual works from the continuing need of educational
proven to provide a better at- University's collection.
manpower.

—

From High School to College:

Students Should Plan Ahead

If one is planning a trip
to a foreign country, there
are a lot of details he has
to take care of well in advance of his departure.
The same is true if one is
planning to enter college.
Advance planning will save a
lot of time and trouble.
THE FIRST step of a high
school senior planning to enter
college is seeing that his high
school record is in order and
that he has taken the courses
required of applicants for admission. S.U.'s requirements are
outlined in a brochure,All About
Admission, that can beobtained
by writing: Director of Admissions, Seattle University, Seattle

Washington.
To be considered for regular
admission the applicant must be
a graduate of an accredited

high school and must have completed 16 units of college pre-

formation has been received at
the University before one is notified of the University's decision.
THOSE WISHING to be adAll entering freshmen are remitted must also take the schol- quired to take the guidance tests
astic aptitude test of the Col- of the Washington Pre-College
lege Entrance Examination Testing Program.
Board.
When should one apply for admission? For moist students, the
best time is after completionof
the seventh semester of high
school work and before May 1
All freshman students living
of his senior year.
on campus will reside in either
Marycrest Hall or the new CamWHAT IS the formal proce- pion
Tower.
dure for applying? There are
The multi-million dollar men's
two steps. First, obtain an offiCampion Tower, is just
cial application form from your dorm,
south of the main campus on
high school office.
Second, mail the application East James Street. It houses
fee of $5 to Director of Admis- 720 men. This dorm has a floor
plan similar to that of Bellarsions, Seattle University.
mine Hall, but is one and a half
IT WILL take from two to times the size of Bellarmine
three weeks after all this in- Hall.
paratory work.

New DormHouses
Fresh on Campus

FACILITIES for the men include a larger chapel, dining
room and a recreation room
which is five times the size of
the recreation room in BellarDorm students have a choice of room and board fees. Plan I, mine.
Meals are served in this dorm
which (provides 16 meals a week, 2 meals on weekdaysand 3 meals
on Saturdays and Sundays, costs $713 for the academic year. Plan and at Bellarmine Hall.
11, with3meals every day, is $788.
THEWOMEN'S DORM,MaryHall, houses 320 freshmen.
crest
life,
IN DORM
too, there are many extras involved. Students
The
"Crest"
is two blocks off
must supply their own linens, bedspreads, lamps, rugs, etc. for campus
places
which
are,
only"
supplies
items
hopefully,
their rooms. These
"once
and easy walking distanceitofwithin
the
through
college
shouldlast
years.
the
campus. Breakfast is served in
It is impossible to set a total cost for a year at college. Indi- Marycrest during the week, and
viduals vary too much in itheir needs and tastes. Some find it dinner is served at Campion, as
difficult to get by on $25 a month, others find it impossible to well as all meals on weekends.
The girls have a lounge on the
manage on $80 a month.
main floor and a recreation
BUT THERE are ways to soften the blow. Scholarships are room in the basement which has
awarded to many incomingfreshmen either full or partial tuition. ping-pongtables and a television
Applicationfor these should be made at the same time one is ap- set.
Both dorms are equipped with
plying for admission. Further information on scholarships can be
found in the Bulletin of Information or by writing to the scholar- storage rooms for luggage in
the basement.
ship office.

Financial —Planning Saves Purses
The cost of living is rising and so is the cost of a
college education. But with a little planning, a little hard
work and a careful eye for finances, the years spent at
college shouldn't put you nor your parents in the poor
house.
For those living in Seattle and commuting daily to
S.U., the greatest single cost is tuition. This year, tuition for new

—

—

students taking 10 to 16 hours, is $225; for returning students tak-

ing 10 to 15 hours is $215. Extra hours are $21.50 each.

THE GENERAL and librarypledge fees, which all full-time
students pay, are $27 and $6
each quarter respectively, or
$99 for <the year. Special lab and
class fees may range from $1 to
$50 per quarter,but these usually pertain to a singleclass which
would not be repeated. At the first registration there is also a $10
matriculationfee.
Some other expenses which may increase the cost are: a $5
charge to take the Washington Pre-College test; $9.20 for Blue
Cross Insurance; and $5 for a parkingpermit.

THESE ARE the minimum costs tor each quarter. Books and
supplies are more. Many books, however, can be purchased secondhand for a considerable reduction at either the bookstore or the
A Phi 0 book sale. A freshman may easily spend $25 to $50 on
books eachquarter, dependingon bisclasses.

—

Many loans, of varying
amounts and methods of repayment, are also available. Information on these should be obtained by writing Fr.ClairMarshall, S.J., director of student
loans.

has a file of employers seeking

THE S.U. placement office
time help.

part

TERRI PAGNI, Editor
This University Daysupple
ment, published by The Spec
tator, is an advertisement
paid for by the office of University Relations. Special
thanks to the University Da>
Committee and Glenn A very.
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Activities
SCHOLASTIC
Alpha Sigma Nu. National
Jesuit men's honorary. Junior
and senior men are chosen for
outstanding scholarship, loyalty, service. A 3.50 g.p.a. is re-

quired.
Gamma Pi Epsilon. National
Jesuit women's honorary. Junior and senior women are
chosen for outstandingscholarship, loyalty, service. A 3.50
g.p.a. is required.
Silver Scroll.Junior and senior women's honorary. Membership is by application and
selection, and is limited to 15.
A 3.00 g.p.a. is required.

SERVICE
Alpha Phi Omega. National
men's service fraternity.Membership is open to any male
student.
Gamma Sigma Phi. Maximum membership of 60 women

who may be sophomores, juniors or seniors.Freshmen having a 2.50 or better g.p.a may
apply.Tappingis during spring

quarter.

Intercollegiate Knights. Na-

tional men's service fraternity.
Membership is open to freshmen and sophomoremen.
Lambda Chi Theta. Mass
servers' fraternity. Membership open to Catholic men.

Spurs. National sophomore Membership is open to anyone.
women's honorary. Thirty-five
Creative Writing Club. Camfreshmen girls are tapped dur- pus literary club open to anying spring quarter. Coeds are one interested in writing.
chosen on the basis of activiChieftain Guard. Freshman
ties and services, and must ROTC cadets may join S.U.'s
have aminimum 2.50 g.p.a.
drill team which marches in
many parades in competition
ACTIVITIES
withother marchingunits. The
ProChristian Activities
team has
many of its
S.U.
gram. The C.A.P. at S.U. is competitions. won
the central organizationof the
Hiyu Ooolee. Hiking club
Catholic action program on
campus. The CCD program, sponsors hikes every two
plus numerous other programs, weeks. Membership is open to
work out of the C.A.P. office. anyone.
/Oh or ale, Double Quartet.
Young Democrats, Young
Double Quartet members are Republicans and New Conservchosen from the Chorale.
atives. Campus political clubs
The Aegis. S.U. student year- are active during election
book, published during spring years. They schedule speakers
and haveopen memberships.
quarter.
The Spectator. The Spectator
International Club. Purpose
is S.U.'s twice-weekly newspa- of club is to foster internationper. The open house will be in al good will. Membership is
the Spectator/Aegis building.
open to all.
Fragments. Campus literary
MathematicalClub. Membermagazine, sponsored by the
ship is open to all.
Department.
English
Model United Nations. Club
sponsorsseveralcampus activiOTHERS
ties, and sends delegates to the
Alpha Kappa Psi. National
Pacific
Coast Mock General
fraternity.Membusinessmen's
Assembly. Anyonemay join.
bership is open to male ComSki Club. Group sponsors
merce and Finance majors with
trips. Anyone interested inskia minimum g.p.a. of 2.00.
may join.
Oolhecon. This club is affili- ing necessary. Experience is
ated with national and state not
Political Union. ThePolitical
home economics associations. Union,
a new organization on
S.U.'s campus, is responsible
for sponsorship, coordination
and regulation of political activities on campus. The Political Union presents a varied
educational program on political andsocial issues.
president,
is
in
vice
deraic
Pan Xenia. This Internationcharge of the curriculum, classes, scholastic matters and the al Trade Honorary aims to
foster international trade and
registrar's office.
University Relations are under foreign relations. Membership
the direction of Fr.Joseph Perri, is open to allstudents interestS.J. Under Fr. Pern's office are ed in life in foreign countries.
Sailing Club. Group sponthe publicity office and the
sors sailing outings. All may
alumni program.
As vice president of finance, join. Experience is not necesFr. Edmund McNulty, S.J., con- sary.
trols the financial matters of
Spirits. Pep club sponsors
the university. His office is also several campus activities and
in charge of operation of the sits in a group at basketball
dormitories.
games. All students are welFr. Robert Rebhahn, S.J., is come to join.
vice president for student afTown Girls. Social and servfairs, and is Dean of Students.
ice
clubopen to all coedsliving
of
charge
Fr. Rebhahn has
stuoff
campus.
dent activities and discipline.
Inaddition to the clubs menAssisting Fr. Rebhahn is Fr.
Lawrence Donohue, S.J., in the tioned above, there are approxposition of Dean of Men and imately 18 other clubs related
to special areas of interest.
Director of Student Activities.

Administrators Provide

For University's Operation
In order to educate over
3,500 students who presentlyattend Seattle University,
there must be a smoothfunctioning operation to
handle the vast amount of
administrative work involved.
The greatest single burden belongs to the Very
Rev. John Fitterer, S.J., president of Seattle University. The

ultimate authority in all matters rests in the hands of Fr.
Fitterer.
Assisting Fr. Fitterer are four
vice presidents whose responsibility it is to oversee the different aspects of the university
administration.
Fr. Frank Costello, S.J., aca-

CONFERENCE TALK: Pete Peterson,
president of the Christian Activities Program, explains the organization and purpose of the CAP to delegates at the Ninth

Annual ASSULeadership Conference conducted recentlyat Camp Waskowitz near
North Bend.

—

Spectator photo by Emmett Lane

New Volunteers Bring
ROTC Different Look

ALL WET:R.O.T.C. raider grimaces during combat swimming exercises, part of the R.O.T.C. training program.
Raiders go on maneuvers such as this at least twice a
quarter.
By EMMETT LANE
A switch to voluntary ROTC has brought a change to the program at S.U. a program which is recognizedas one of the finest
on the west coaslt.
While the numbers have de- his college education with norcreased, to a great extent, the mal progress which is considered four years from the time
quality of the individual partici- he finished high school.
pant has increased. Approximately 300 cadets remain in the A NUMBER of four year
program.Completionof the four- scholarships are available on a
year program will earn the ca- competitive basis to seniors in
det a commission in the U.S. high school. This scholarship
Army as a second lieutenant.
covers tuition, fees and books.
Scholarship winners must serve
IN THE FACE of the crisis four years on active duty.
in Viet Nam and the increased
Activities in which the S.U.
draft call, the ROTC program cadets may participate include
offers increased benefits, in ad- the Chieftain, Guard, precision
dition to the $40 a month which drill team, and Raiders, a group
each junior and senior cadet re- which does specialstudy in guerceives. A cadet in his senior rilla warfare and counter insurand junior year and selected gency. The Guard has won oven
freshman and sophomore cadets 60 trophies.
are free from the draft as long
as they are in school. Each
FURTHER INFORMATION
cadet serves two years on active about the program can be obduty after being graduated.
tained at the ROTC displays at
At present the draft procedure UniversityDay inCampion Towrequires that a student complete er and in the Pigott Building.

—

Student Government

Styled After U. S.

Students fresh out of high school are often a little befuddled
by the system of government at the University.
While it is quite a change from the student council system
now prevelant in high schools,
it is not quite so complicated as funds. They also charter the
it may seem
various campus clubs.
The judical board is the ASIN GENERAL, the system, SU's judicial branch. This body,
(Associated
known as the ASSU
composed of three members of
Students of S.U.), is patterned each of the upper classes, deafter the U.S. system of govern- cides questions of constitutionment. There are three branches, ality, of legislation and election
the executive, legislative, and disputes. The members are apjudicial.
pointed to three-year terms by
The executive branch is made the student body president.
THERE IS a place in the ASup of the student body officers.
Its job is to administer the laws SU for every high-schooler who
made by the student senate and is interested in taking part. Although the number of elective
to organize various committees
for programs of interest and officers is limited, a huge numbenefit to all the members of ber of students is needed each
the student body, e.g., the frosh year for everythingfrom organiorientation committee, the lead- zing the appearance of a group
ership conference committee, of traveling actors on campus
the Homecoming committee and and typing the minutes of a
senate meeting to cleaning up
the cultural committee.
the gym after a dance and
THE LEGISLATIVE branch is making posters for the publicity
the student senate. This group director.
Aside from having a good time
is made up of five representamaking new friends and acand
tives of each class.
quaint 1noes .involvement in stuThey meet week'y to pass dent giivernment
also affords the
laws and regulationsconcerning stude;' nn oportunity to make
the functions of the student use of his
talents and
*"*"'native
~tec which will be
body, to ratify appointments devel~*~
made by the president and to valuable to him in his career
administer student activity after college.
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New York City Students to Rote Teachers
(Editor's note: The Spectator
in an editorial Wednesday called
for a study of the possibility of
a teacher-rating system on this
campus. This is first of a series
of articles to be carried occasionally which will discuss pertinent
developments on other campuses.)

Students at City College of
New York in New York City
have announced a plan to rate
their teachers. The plan was
endorsed by the CCNY administration.
Only faculty members involved in the evaluation will
see the results of the student
survey, according to a report
on the project in theNew York
Times.

THE SURVEY of students
from which ratings of "poor"
to "excellent" will be taken is
expected to cost $2,000. Of
this, $1,000 will be provided
from student government and
$1,000 from the University administration.
According to the Times, students rejected a motion to publish the results of the survey
for the entire University community. The student leaders
said they felt faculty members
would be more willing to institute changes in teaching material or methods if no outside
pressure was involved.

For a Daily Double Try
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ing every student to take part that the rating by this group
in the rating of teachers.
of students be considered when
Faculty members with ten- promotions and tenure are
ure at CCNY asked students are granted.
who sponsored the project to
This proposal was rejected
plaininvolved problems.Nearly allow only a select group of by the students in favor of
40,000 questionnaires will be students to participate. This their own plan, and opposedby
distributed in December, allow- faculty group also suggested administratorsat the college.
TEACHERS WILL be rated
on performance in such areas
of instruction as organization
of material, knowledge of subject matter and ability to ex-

Election Procedures:

Homecoming Nominations Friday
Nominations for the 19 6 5 ing their class. The top six will
Homecoming court will be from be chosen at this time.
7:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. next FriTHE FINAL election will be
day. Booths will be set up in on Nov. 18, in which each stuChieftain,
the lobby of the dent can cast a single vote for
the
L.A. Building, third floor Pigott the class candidate of his choice.
Building, and second floor Ban- From these totals, two girls will
nan Building.
be chosen Homecoming prinElection procedures, accord- cesses from each of the junior,
ing to Mike Mcßride, election sophomore, and freshman classcoordinator,

board
consist of
three phases.
THE FIRST phase will be the
nomination polling in which every student can nominate two
candidates from his own class.
The top 15 of each class will
be eligible for further competi-

tion.
In the primary election on
Nov. 16, students will vote for
two of the 15 finalists represent-

es.

The queen will be chosen by

members of both the alumni
Homecoming committeeand the
student Homecoming comTiittee
from the threesenior candidates

polling the highest votes.

No coed is eligible to be a
candidate more than once dur-

ing her freshman, sophomore
and junior years.

OFFICIAL NOTICES
All engineering seniors who expect to receive an engineering degree by June, 1966, must obtain
a graduation work sheet from the
registrar's office prior to the advising period which will begin
on Nov. 17. This work sheet will

be filled out at the latest during
the advising period.

Students who desire a bachelor
of science degree in general science with an engineering concentration should obtain their graduation work sheets and present
them to Dean Schroeder before or
during the advisement period in
November.
Students who desire to obtain
both degrees in June should obtain two graduation work sheets
and present one to their engineering adviser. The engineering adviser will forward the same sheet
to the dean's office together with
the student's file and a note that
the student wishes to obtain both
degrees. The student should then
come to Dean Schroeder's office
with his second graduation work
sheet (the one for the bachelor
of science degree), which will
then be filled out for submission
to Fr. Bradley in the College of
Arts and Sciences.
Dr. David Schroeder
Dean, School of Engineering

" " "

\
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The last day to withdrawfrom
a class with a grade of "W" is
Monday. Withdrawals are official
when the student files the approved withdrawalcard with the
registrar's office and pays the
withdrawalfee of $1 by 4:30 p.m.
Monday. Cards or fees are not
accepted after this date.
A grade of EW, which is computed as an "E" in the grade
point, will be entered on the records of students who fail to withdraw officially.
Effective fall, 1965, the final
withdrawal date occurs after the
sixth week of class. A grade of
PW is no longer possible.
Mary Alice Lee
Office of the registrar

D4r

" " "

All foreign students, whether on
student or immigration visas,
must report to the registrar's office to complete the annual census. The deadline is Nov. 19.
Mary Alice Lee
Office of the registrar

Coming Nov. 8
I
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OPERA HOUSE
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PHILHARMONIC
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How make a snap course
out of a tough one!
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Obviously, Olds 4-4-2 crammed for its finals. It masters miles with a 400-cubic-inch
4-barrel carb and a rumbling pair of pipes. Cools corners with heavy-duty suspension
and front and rear stabilizers. Goes to the head of its class withthe sportiest configuration
ever to top four red-line tires. All this, and straight A's in economics, t00...
like matching its modest price to your pocket!
LOOK TO OLDS FOR THE NEW!
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S.U. Crew Racers

SPORTS
Plan Indoor Drills
SPECTATOR
Yolleyballers Work for Victories

Football One-Sided:

By RICHARD HOUSER

Intramural volleyball action was intense Tuesday
and Wednesday. It took
seven teams 18 games to
score match victories.
Tuesday night all four matches went the full three games. In
the first contest the Cellar
downed the Rent-a-Cops, 17-15,
12-15, 15-5. The Fighting Irish
had it a little easier beating the
A Phi O, 15-11,9-15,15-9.
IN THE OTHER matches the

Chieftain Riflers lost to the Lag-

nafs, 6-15, 15-13, 7-15 and the
Nads canned the White Goats,
8-15, 15-13, 15-9.
In Wednesday's action the
Assassins beat the Les Singes
in two games, 15-2, 15-8. The
Draft Dodgers lost again, this
time to the Red Onions, 15-7,
16-14. In the final match the
Chamber clobbered the Para-

and the Nads beat the A Phi
O's 53-0.
In the Chamber match, quar20-13 triumph. Jim Murphy terback Ross Cady tossed for
passed for three scores.
four scores. Butch Harnicek was
The first Assassin tally was his favorite pass receiver, graba 20-yard pass to Tom Brynn. bing two passes for touchdowns.
The other two touchdowns came Larry Kraft had the longest run
on passes to Tom West. Kevin of the day with a 56-yard scorMcDonald topped off the Assas- ing run.
sin scoring, catchingLenny FelAgain it was John Hart and
lez of the Onions behind the Clark Warren doing yeoman's
goal line for two points.
chores for the Nads. Hart
The Onions' scores came on tossed for four scores. Mike Mcpasses to Steve Hunter and Dan Bride and Warren each caught
Sargent.
two. Warren also scored on a
THE OTHER two matches pass interception and fired a
were one sided affairs. The pass to Barry Knott for a touchChamber walloped the Dogs 35-0 down.
first game the Assassins sent the
Red Onions to their second defeat. The Assassins scored a

-

The newly formed S.U. steer the shell and make sure
rowing team is being driven all rowers are in time with each
inside by the harshness of other.
Although the rowers are in hiwinter.
bernation, coaches Charles McFor the past three weeksmemand James
have
bers of the team have been Intyre a system Gardner
winter
devised
of
trainpraotioing at the Green Lake
training consists of
Rowing Club for an hour and a ing. The
lifting and running.
half each night. Since none of weight
the team membershavehad any
ON FEB. 15, the rowers will
past experience in competitive
begin preparation for tentative
rowing, the main emphasis has
meets with the University of
been placedon fundamentals.
British Columbia, the U.W., the
INROWING TERMS, the boat University of Puget Sound, Pais called a "shell." There are oific Lutheran and Lake Washtwo sizes of shells. In a smaller ingtonRowingTeam.
Joe Howard, organizer of the
shell there are four oarsmen
team,
said the Rowing Club will
larger
In
shell
and a coxswain. a
a booth in the Chieftain
have
eight
and
a
are
oarsmen
there
Lounge on University Day. The
coxswain.
team is still looking for memThe coxswain's duties are to bers—preferably tall boys.

.-.■".■.■■:■;>"'■.'■:■■'■.'■'■

15-0.
IN SPECIAL action Monday
the intramural football league
had three games to facilitate
time lost by holidays. In the

sites, 15-0,
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Sports at a Glance

Seattle is the top ski area per
capita of metropolitan cities in
Dan Stautz,
the nation.
former S.U. basketball player,
is now coaching the frosh at
SPC.
S.U. basketball players are feelingthe strain of head
coach Lionel Purcell's strenuous
drills. Three teams members
were on the walking injured list
The Draft Dodglast week.
ers (ROTC) of the intramural
league seem to be trying to
prove that they are all 4F.

...

. ..

...

J!a Petite

FLOWERS and CANDY

619 BROADWAY EAST
EA 5-7788

C^R*>^%
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S%>Jt SPECIALTY
CORSAGE

DISCOUNT WITH ASSU CARD

UNDER 25?
10/20/5 Auto Insurance

Single: As low as $134.20 yr.
Married: As low as $5200 yr.
HARVEY ROGERS
EA 3-5800
PR 8-2289
A LITTLE BIRD
TOLD ME TO
GET MY OUTFIT
CLEANED AT

5-POINT
■

FOR
THE SILVER
SCROLL TOLO

If you'relooking for a nice comfy place
to work
after graduation,
forget about General Electric.
We don't have any place where you

■

can curl up and snooze away the
ncxt forty years of your career.

There are no quiet little nooks in
any of General Electric's 130 operating businesses in \ i) countries
round the world.
But if you're the wide-awake
type, G.E. can provide the excite-

that way. Your
first assignment may be helping us
find applications for a whole new
family of plastics recently developedby G.E. Or you may be working at Cape Kennedy on the Apollo
moon program. Or you may be
working on the marketing team for
a new home appliance.
ment to keep you

One thing is certain: You'll be
working. You'll have plenty of responsibility. What you won't have
is a chance to doze off in the prime
years of your career,
Talk to the man from G.E. when
he visits campus. Come to General
Electric, where the young men are
important men.

frogress Is OurMost Important Product

GENERAL®

ELECTRIC
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Chieftains Look Good in Early Practices

By PAT CURRAN
A check on Chieftain progress reveals that the S.U. varsity
squad continues to evolve as a unit.
After Dec. 1, practice will no longerbe the criterionof success.
If the team's upward evolution completes itself on schedule,
S.U. students can look forward to a promising season, though not
necessarilyan all-conqueringone.

CONDITIONING and individual spirit comprise the influences
that are spurring the varsity players into a cohesive group.
The Chieftain conditioning routine is rugged and relentless.
The end product of these drills combines the rapid reflexes of an
"animal" with the organized
— intellect of an athlete. In short, the
player reacts to situations he does not deliberate about them.
To reach this stage, a varsity dribbler agonizes through a
month of punishing physical torture. Each player mounts his own
"rack" with 15-20 minutes of vigorous calisthenics inside the gym.
IN RAPID succession there follows five minutes of ropeskipping, 15 minutes of running weaves up and down court, fiveman repeat weaves, competitiverelays, and 15 minutes of maintaining the defensive position with a hand held high against imaginary
opponents. To cap off the honing of physical activity, the players
ramble across a country mile up and downhills.
After the daily conditioning, the S.U. hopeful concentrates on

basketballfundamentals.
As of now, less than a month before the season's beginning,the
conditioning and fundamentals will 'be de-emphasized. Soon, the
precision offense and elaborate defense must be installed. Conditioning and fundamentals will occur at the beginningof practices
instead of constituting the entire practice.

practicing behind closed doors for the
past three weeks. Nov. 8 the practices
will be open to the public,

DON'T JUST STAND THERE: Basketball
coach Lionel Purcell is pictured giving
pointers to Chieftain varsity hopefuls in
a recent practice. The Chiefs have been

—spectator photoby Dennis

The
ENGAGE-ABLES
2fO for
-s-^' .SgbJjg€^*
T^~e e~TZ>
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THE S.U. squad is extremely young in comparison to most of
its opponents. There will be, at most, only one senior starter. With
the enthusiasm of youth there arises the problem of consistence.
There is no individual star on this team. To win, the Chiefs
The SU' Spirits, student pep must
function as a team.
club, will sponsor a memberThe
men challengingfor positions on the team are: at center,
ship drive next week, beginning Tom Workman
and Malkin Strong; at forward, Elzie Johnson, Jim
Monday.
LaCour, John Wilkins, Lenny Beil, Plummer Lott and Workman;
The chairmen of the drive are
Jack Tebbs, Mike Acres, Steve Looney, Jack Kreiger,
Cheri Waldowski and Tim Foun- at guard,
Miller, Duane Cordener and Lott.
Jim
tain. Membership in the club
costs $1 and entitles the club
CONTRARY TO certain reports in the large daily papers, no S.U.
member a seat in the student player possesses a patent of ownership on any starting position.
rooting section at the home bas- The lineup is not set! it is still fluid.
Naturally, the returning lettermen occupy the inside track
ket ball games.
in a race for starting berths. Those lettermen are Workman, Strong,
may purchase their membership Johnson, Lott, Kreiger, and Tebbs. Tebbs is the only senior lettercards during Club Open House man; the others are juniors.
However, several strong bids for places on the varsity five
have been turned in by non-lettermen. LaCour, last year's leading
are sponsoring a free movie de- frosh scorer, presents a dangerous threat to any complacent veteran forward. And both Acres and Looney could crack the starting
niPrtincr SjOllie
or
(vwrtp rvf
thA PVPltirta
Ul UIC
piUUlig
CACIUIIg dC"
tionfrom the 1958 NCAA region- lineup at guard.
sl\ s&rni firicil contG'St bGtwpcn
ONE APPARENT weakness of theChiefs rested in their tangiUSF.
S.U.
ble lack of bench strength. The fact that some non-lettermen have
**^-and
went on to P'ace second challenged strongly for starting positions would seem
to place in
in the nation that year
doubt, if not controvert, this seeming lack of depth. This developCODLING' ASSU public- ment bodes wellfor S.U.'s fortunes.
■
direob announced that stuLuckily, serious injuries have not occurred to test the shallowf.>
ness or depth of S.U. strength. The normal twinges and twists took
place but only as a result of exertion, not of ill health.
30, and the American Legion
To pen a line of doggerel summing up the situation:
Tournament, scheduled for the
The S.U. squad cannot perform like God; it needs an enthusChristmas holidays, should con- iastic student nod
Regardless of win or loss the team adds to
tart mm in the AS^U office as school gloss.
soon as possible.
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Each Keepsake setting is
a masterpiece of design, refleeting the full brilliance
and beauty of the center diamond
a perfect gem of
flawlew clarity fine color and
meticulous modern cut. The
name, Keepsake, in the ring
and on the tag is your asaurance of fine quality.
Your verypersonal Keepsake
is nOW at yOUr Keepsake
Jeweler's store. Find him in
the yellow pages under
"Jewelers."
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MOST OF the Chiefs who entered the gym's confines this year
had spent a lazy summer. Although a few came physically prepared. But laziness melted under the waning autumn sun as the
drills developeddiscipline.
S.U. team spirit evolved as each individual sweatedhis way to
full potential. The strong encouraged the weak; the well^repared
aidedthoseless so.
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JOIN: COLUMBAN FATHERS

(Overseas Missionaries)

WRITE: FATHER ROBERT BRADY
2600 N. Vermont Avenue
Los Angeles. Calif 90027

Broadway Theater
85 cents with ASSU card
201 Broadway E.
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new 20-page booklet, how T
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Smoke Signals

I.K.'s Name 26
To Pledge Class

Today

Twenty-six S.U. students are
pledgingIntercollegiate Knights,
a men's service fraternity.
Freshman pledges are Ed
Boyle, Skip Corbitt, Mike Doland, Brian Gurry, Dan Harkins, Steve Loop, Jim Lynch,
Leon Mahoney, Don Nathe, Jim
Summers and Mike Tavare.
RICH BRESSANI, Ken Cox,
Jerry Cunningham, Tom Hamilton, Butch Hrnicek, Bob Klee,

Activities

Peace Corps movie, 7 p.m.,

Ba 102.

Las V«gas Night, 8 p.m.-midnight, Chieftain.

Saturday
Activities

Club Open House, 7:30-9 p.m.,
Chieftain.
Dance, sponsored by Club Open

House, 9:30-midnigfot, gym.

Sunday

Tom Krett, George Meno, Brian
Nelson, Vic Walling and Lou
Stevenson are sophomore
pledges.
Junior class pledges are
Blaine Comfort, Dick Brandes,
Mike Hughes and Dick Pratt.
DENIS PICKETT is serving
as pledgemaster. Officers of
the pledge class are Butch
Hrnicek, president; George Meno, vice president, and Dick

Meetings

Alpha Kappa Psi, pledges, 7:15
p.m.; actives, 8 p.m., McHugh
Hall. Guest speaker will foe Dr.

Paul Ellis.

Monday
Meetings

Young Democrat's panel dis-

cussion on "Liberalism and Conservatism, Past and Present," 3
p.m., Ba 102.

Pratt, secretary-treasurer.

Tuesday
Meetings
AND THE RAINS CAME: After an unInternational Club, 7 p.m., seasonably longperiod of sunny weather,
lounge.
Chieftain
Writer's Chib, 8 p.m., Xavier the clouds broke open and let loose a dellounge. All those interested are uge on poor unsuspecting students. The

official records show that almost an inch
and a quarter of rain has fallen in Seattle
during the past two days,

Pledges will be accepted as
active membersof the I.K.'s on
the basis of the service, loyalty,
sacrifices and leadership they
show in campus activities
throughout

invited.

the pledge

period.

Chemistry Club, 7:30 p.m., Ba
509.

| Classified

Ads |

APTS.. ROOMS
ONE BEDROOM, furnished, radecorated, parking, view, near bui line.
Capitol Hill. 165-575. EA 9-0828.
FOUR ROOM house for rent. Beacon
Hill. Modern. $100 month. SH 7-0874.

COMFORTABLE sleeping

room. Men
only. Laundry, phone, living room
privileges. Evenings EA 4-1869 or
SO2 1 2th Ave. E.

-

LARGE,

MODERN

on*

-bedroom

apartment near campus. 1212 East

Howell. $80 unfurnished. EA 5-8546.

FURNISHED BACHELOR apartments.
All utilities included. $35. 520
12th East or call SU 4-0482.

FOR SALE
'64 VESPA 125. All accessories, Mileage: I100. Contact Mike Geraghty
or call EA 3-8282.
FRENCH provincial bedroom furniture,
davenport and chair. New, in per-

fect condition. Reasonable price.
Call AT 2-0152.

MISC.
LOST: Navy blue skating skirt. Left
in class P 551 sometime last week.
Call Bern!*, AT 2-1899.

BUSINESS OPS.

UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY

West Coast Corporation recently
reorganized that can withstand
rigid financial examination is offering on a no-franchise fee basis
exclusive distributorships. This is
product in demand by every
home owner and every business
and is currently being used by such
national organizations as Sears
Roebuck and Co., Holiday Inn Motels and various branches of the
armed forces. Product 100% guar-

"

anteed; investment from $600 to
$14,000. Investment guaranteed
with 100% markup. Manufacturer
has proven method of distribution,
advertising and merchandising. A
factory representative will assist
you in setting up your business.
For complete details and descriptive literature write NationalChemPlastics Corp., 1550 Page Industrial Blvd., St. Louis, Missouri
63132 or call collect Robert T.
Adams at Ha-6-7242, Area Code
314.

KAUFER
CO.
TRADITIONALLY

RELIABLE SINCE 1904
CATHOLIC GIFT
AND SUPPLY

Go ahead. Be rebellious.Demandmore "big"

in your big car. And get it at a price that
won't take a big bite out of your budget.
By Dodge, you've got it. Polara! More
"big." More "hot." More of everythingothers
have not.
Ever see the likes of it? Neither has your
next door neighbor or the doorman at the
club or the parking attendant who can easily
-pick Polara from a lot full of "me, too" cars,

0000,0^,0^

chrysler

Polara's different, all right. Looks, drives,
performs like the elegant piece of machinery
it is. Covered by a 5-year/50,000-mile warranty.* Complete with all these items that
used to cost extra: Outside mirror. Padded
dash. Variable-speed electric windshield
wipers and washers. Backup lights. Turn
signals. Seat belts, two front and two rear.
Insist on Polara at your Dodge Dealer's, A
beautifulnew way to break old buying habits.

'qq Dodge

Polara

TRAIN WARRANTY PROTECTS YOU: Chrysler
"HERE'S HOW DODGE'S 5-YEAR, 50,000-MILE ENGINE AND DRIVt
for 5 years or 50.000 miles, whichever comes
Corporation conlirienllywarrants all ol the lollowingvitalparts ot its 1966 carsworkmanship
defective
material
and
will be replaced or repaired at a
prove
during
timeany
that
in
parts
tirslt
which
such
charpe
for such parts or labor engine block,
Chrysler Motors Corporation Authorized Dealer's place of business without
and internal parts excepting manual clutchj,
manifold,
water
case
pump,
transmission
parts
head and internal
intake
lorque converter drive shall, universal |oints, rear axle anil differential ami rear wheel hearings
MAINTENANCE
rhe following maintenance services »re required under the warranty— change engin I
REOUIRED
every 3 months or 4000 miles whichever comes lirst, replace oilfilter every second oil change; clean carburetor air lilter
every 6 months and replace it every 2 yens, anil every 6 months furnish evidence of this required service to a Chrysler
Motors Corporation Authorized Dealer and request him to certify receipt of such evidence and your car's mileage.Simple
enough for such important protection.

Enlist now in
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Join the Dodge Rebellion at your Dodge Dealer's.

HEADQUARTERS

1904 FOURTH AVE.

Rebellion

WATCH THE 808 HOPE CHRYSLER THEATRE" WEDNESDAY NIGHTS ON NBC-TV. CHECK YOUR LOCAL LISTINGS.

'|jl

